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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a random variable with a support contained in the interval [0, a] for a given 0 < a _< +c~ 
and two fixed moments EX = ml and EX r = mr for some 0 < r ~ 1. Suppose that the values 
of X are rounded so that we obtain the floor 
[XJ =sup{kEZ:  k<X} 
and the ceiling 
rX l= in f{kEZ:  k>X} 
with probabilities A E [0, 1] and 1 - A, respectively. Our aim is to derive the accurate upper and 
lower bounds for the expectation of the rounded variable 
U(A,a,r, ml ,mr)  = supE(AkXJ + (1 - ~) rx l ) ,  
L(A,a,r, ml ,mr)  = infE(AkXJ + (1 - x ) rx l ) ,  
(1) 
(2) 
respectively, for all possible combinations of the arguments of the left-hand sides of (1) and (2). 
The special cases of the problem with A = 0 and A = 1, corresponding to well-known Adams and 
Jefferson rounding rules, respectively, were solved in [1,2] (see also [3, Chapter 4]). In fact, in the 
above-mentioned publications there were examined more general deterministic rules that round 
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down unless the fractional part of a number exceeds a given level A E [0, 1], which surprisingly 
leads to radically different bounds from these derived for the respective random ones. The latter 
were established in the case of single moment constraint EX r -- mr, r > 0, by Anastassiou and 
Rachev [1] for A = 0, 1, and Anastassiou [4] for A = 1/2 and Anastassiou and Rychlik [5] for 
general A. 
A general geometric method of determining extreme xpectations of a given transformation of
a random variable, say g(X) (here g~(x) = AkxJ + (1 - A)[x]), with fixed expectations #1. . - ,#k  
of some other ones f l (X ) , . . . ,  fk(X),  say, (here f l (x)  = x, f2(x) = x r) was developed by Kem- 
perman [6]. The crucial fact the method relies on is that any random variable X with given 
generalized moments El i (X)  = Pi, i = 1, . . . ,  k, can be replaced by one supported on k + 1 points 
at most that has identical expectations of each fi (see [7,8]). Therefore, it suffices to confine 
ourselves to establishing the extremes of the(k + 1) st coordinate of the intersection of the convex 
hull of ( f l (x ) , . . . ,  fk(x),g(x)) for all x from the domain of X, which is the space of all possible 
generalized moments, with the line x ~ (Pl , - . .  ,#k,X), representing the moment conditions. 
If X has a compact domain, and all fi, i = 1, . . . ,  k, are continuous and g is semicontinuous, then 
either of extremes is attained (see [6, Theorem 5]). If g is not so, the geometric method would 
still work if we consider the extremes of g in infinitesimal neighborhoods of the moment points 
(see [6, Theorem 6]). 
We apply the Kemperman moment heory for calculating (1) and (2) in case a < +oo. For 
a -- +c~, we deduce the solutions from these derived for finite supports with a ~ +oo. We 
first note that the problem is well posed iff m = (ml ,mr)  E A4(a,r) = conv~'(a,r)  with 
9V(a, r) = {(t, t r) : 0 < t < a}, i.e., m lies between the straight line mr = ar - lml  and the curve 
mr = m~ for 0 _< ml _< a. The bounds in question are determined by the convex hull of the 
graph g(A, a, r) of three-valued function [0, a] ~ t ~-~ (t, t ~, A [tJ + (1 - A) It] ) for fixed A, a, and r, 
which will be further ignored in notation for shortness. We easily see that for n denoting the 
largest integer smaller than a, 
n 
= U {(t, tr, k + 1 -  : 
k=O 
k < t < k + 1} u 0 {(k, k r, k)}, 
k=0 
for a E Af, and 
n- -1  n 
U {(t, tr, : k<t<k+l}u  U l (k ,  kr, k)} 
k=O k=O 
U{(t, t r ,n+l -A) :  n<t<a},  
for a ~ A/'. Since g~ is not semicontinuous for 0 < A < 1, we could apply the Kemperman method 
once we consider the closure ~ that arises by affixing points Uk = (k, k r, k + 1 - A), k = 0 , . . . ,  n, 
and Lk = (k, k r, k - A), k = 1 , . . . ,  [aJ. Visually, G consists of subsequent closed pieces of the 
planar curve t ~ (t, t r) with integer ends at k and k + 1, located horizontally at the respective 
A 
levels k+l  -A,  de~oted further by UkLk+l, and separate points Ck = (ck, k) = (k, k r, k) E LkUk, 
standing for the~vertical line segment hat joins Lk with Uk. On the left, we start from the 
origin Co and UoL1, and at the right end we have either UnLa and Ca for a E A/" and the 
trimmed curve UnA with A = (a, n + 1 - A) = (a, a r, n + 1 - A) otherwise. We adhere here to 
the convention introduced in [2] of writing points of two- and three-dimensional real space in 
bold small and capital letters, respectively. Observe that the notation of a = ca and A = La is 
duplicated for natural a. In the sequel, we shall use a and A then. 
In Section 2, we present analytic expressions for (1) and (2) and describe the distributions that 
attain the respective xtremes. For example, writing U(m) = D(t l , . . .  ,tk), we indicate that 
{ t l , . . . ,  tk} C [0, a] is the greatest possible support of X with extreme Egn(X). The distribution 
of such an X is unique iff k < 3, and then the probabilities of all tk are easily obtainable. However, 
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for some m E Ad, we get even infinite support sets, and we drop the formal description of all 
respective distributions for brevity. If a bound is unattainable, we furnish some t~ with the plus 
(or minus) sign which would mean that the bound is approached by sequences of distributions 
with support points tending to the respective arguments of D from the right (or left, respectively). 
The formal presentation of the results will be supplemented by a geometric interpretation, i.e., 
the description of the upper and lower envelopes M -- {M = (m, U(m)) : m E A/I} and 
M___ = {M = (m, L(m)) : m E 2¢[}, respectively, of the convex hull generated by ~ = ~(A, a, r). 
In fact, our proofs consist in solving the dual geometric problems. These will be contained in 
Section 3, together with some purely geometric lemmas whose statements will be repeatedly 
applied in our reasoning. 
2. RESULTS 
There is a magnitude of different formulas for (1) and (2) valid in various domains of parameters. 
For the sake of clearness, we decided to present the upper and lower bound for r > i and 0 < r < 1 
in separate propositions. In each case, we further choose specific levels of the support range 
condition a, and finally, for given r and a, we analyze the moment conditions for different regions 
in M(a,  r). Since U and L are continuous in m, various formulas provide identical values on the 
borders of neighboring regions. Below, we apply the convention of presenting the formulas on 
the closed parts of iV/. 
It will be further useful to define tk = tk(rn, r) ¢ k by the equation 
(mr - k r) (tk - k) = (ml - k)(t~¢ - k r) (3) 
for some m E A//(a, r) and k E [0, a]. Note that tk ---- (tk,t~k) is the intersection of the straight line 
running through (k, k r) and m, and the curve t ~-~ (t, tr). It is easy to verify that tk is a uniquely 
determined point in [0, a]. 
PROPOSITION 1. UPPER BOUNDS IN CASE r > l .  
(a) Suppose that Af ~ a < +co. 
(i) I f  for some k = O, . . . ,n -  1, 
k<_ml  <k+l ,  
(4) 
m~ <_ mr _< [(k + 1) r - krl (ml - -  k) -~- k r, 
then 
(ii) I /  
U(m) = D(tk+l ,k  + 1+) = k + 2 -  A 
k+l -ml  
k + 1 - tk+~" 
(5) 
then 
n<_ml  <a,  
(a r - n r) (ml - n) (6) 
mrl <_mr <_ +n r, 
a- -n  
U(m) = D((n,a]) -- n+ 1 - ),. 
(iii) //'for some k = 0 , . . .  ,n  - 1, 
k<_ml <k+l ,  




U(m) = D(0+, . . . ,n+)  = ml + 1 -)~. (9) 




(b) Let Af ~ a < +oo. 
(i) I f  (6) holds, then 
O<ml  <_a, 
{ (a r -n r ) (ml -n )  +nr}< 
nr - lml '  a -- n mr ~_ ar - lml~ 
U(m) = D(0+, n÷, a) 
= 1 - A ÷ (at - nr) m: - (a - n)mr 
a r _ nr -1  a 
(I0) 
(11) 
(1 - A) (n r - lml  - mr) (13) 
=m:+l -A+ 
a r -- n r -1  a 
Otherwise the statements of (a)(i), (a)(iii) remain valid for the integer a as well. 
(c) Let a = +oo. 
(i) Condition (4) for some k EAf O {0} implies (5). 
(ii) If for k EAf U {0} 
k ~_ ml _<k+l ,  
mr _~ [(k @ 1) r -- k r] (mx - k) ÷ k r, (14) 
then 
U(m) = D(0÷, 1÷, . . .  ) -- ml ÷ 1 - -  ~ .  (15) 
REMARK 1. SPECIAL CASES. If a _< 1, then (6) is satisfied by all m E A4 and so we get 
single formulas (7) and (12) for a < 1 and a = 1, respectively. For 1 < a < 2, considering (8) 
is superfluous, because it has no interior points. However, as a increases, the upper constraint 
for mr in (8) tends to ÷c~ for all ml so that in the limiting case we obtain two types of conditions 
only. 
REMARK 2. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION. Suppose first that a is finite and noninteger. If 
a > 2, none of conditions can be dropped, and the constraints pace ,M is divided into n ÷ 3 
pieces. Condition (4) states that m E convckak+~ for some k = 0 , . . . ,n -  1, whereas (5) 
implies that the respective part of the upper envelope of conv G coincides with the curved part 
A 
of the surface of the cone with the horizontal base conv UkLk+: and vertex Uk+l. The part is 
A A 
spread among U~+: and UkLk+l ,  and will be written co (Uk+l+~UkLk+l) for short (Case (a)(i)). 
If m E conv c,~"~ (see (6)), the respective piece of M is conv CnA, i.e., loosely speaking, conv c~ 
lifted to n + 1 -  A level (Case (a)(ii)). The convex polygon conv Co... c,~ defined in (8) corresponds 
to a fragment of plane slanted to one spanned by {(m, 0) : m E A~} and crossing it along the line 
m: = A - 1 at the angle 7r/4 (Case (a)(iii)). Formula (11) asserts that M is a point of the plane 
generated by U0, Un, and A (pl UoUnA, for short). Since (10) describes the triangle Ac0cna with 
vertices Co, cn, and a, it follows that the respective part of M is identical with AUoUnA (Case 
(a)(iv)). 
The case of natural a differs from the above in replacing A by Ca which is situated at the 
A 
higher level than A. In consequence, for convc~ we obtain co (Ca, UnA) (see (12)) instead of 
A 
the flat surface convCnA as in (7). Also, for m E Ac0cna, we get AUoUnCa, which is the 
consequence of (10) and (13). Note that the line segment UnCa is sloping in contrast with the 
horizontal UnA. For the remaining n ÷ 1 elements of the partition of Ad, the shape of the upper 
envelope is identical for integer and noninteger a. The shape of .M for a = ÷c~ can be easily 
concluded from the above considerations. 
(ii) / f  (10) holds, then 
U(m) = V(0+, n+, a) 
= _A  a -m1 U(m)= D(ta,a) a a - ta (12) 
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PROPOSITION 2. LOWER BOUNDS IN CASE r > i. 
(a) I f  0 < a <- 1, then for all m 6 A~t 
L(m)  = D(0, to) = (1 - )0ral 
to 
(b) Assume that 1 < a < +c~.  
(i) Conditions 
0<- ml  <- 1, 
m rl <- m~ <- m l , 
imply (16). 
(ii) I f  for some k = 1, . . .  ,n  - 1, (4) holds then 
L (m)  = D(k - ,  tk) = k - A 
tk -- ml  
tk - k " 
(iii) Under the condition (6), we have (18) with k = n. 
(iv) If for k = 1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
k <- ml  <- k + l, 
(n r - 1) (ml  - 1) 
[(k + 1) r - k ~] (ml - -  k) -[- k r <- mr  <- 
n-1  
then 
L(m)  = D(1 - , . . . ,  n - )  -- ml  -- ~. 







(n + 1 - a -  A) (n r - n) _> A(n ~ - 1) (a r -  a) .  
(v') If 
then 
0 <- ml  <- n, 
max ml ,  n -  1 + 1 <- m~ <- nr - lml ,  
L (m)  = D(0, 1 - ,  n - )  
= ml  + A (n - 1)m~ - (n r - 1) ml  
n r - n 
(vi') I f  
then 
0<_ml  <-a,  
{ (a r - -n r ) (ml - -n )  +nr}  <--mr <-ar-lml, max nr-lml, a-- n 
L(m)=D(O,n - ,a - )= (1 -~)ml  
[(n - ~)(a - n) - n] (~-1ml  - m~) 
+ 
arn -- an r 
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(v") For 
we have 
0_~ml  <a,  
(a r - 1 ) (ml  - -  1) ] 
max ml,  a -  1 + i f <_ rn~ <_ a~-lml,  
L(m) -- D(0, 1 - ,  a - )  
_ (1 - A)(arm1 - amr) q- (n q- 1 - A)(rn~ - ml )  
a t` - a 
(vi") For 
yields 
1 _~m 1 __~a, 
(nr - n--l'l) (ml - 1) + l ,  (at - nr)a_n(ml - n) max 
k 
(a r - 1)(rnl - 1) 
_<m~ _< +l ,  
a -1  
+.r} 
L(m) -- D(1 - ,  n- ,  a - )  -- 1 - A 
[(a r - 1)(n - 1) - (n r - 1)n] (ml - 1) + (n - 1)(n + 1 - a ) (mr  - 1) q- 
(a ~ - 1 ) (n -  1) - (n ~-  1 ) (a -  1) 
(c) Let a = +oo. 
(i) Condition (4) implies (16). 
(ii) I f  (4) holds for some k e At, then we obtain (18). 
(iii) I f  
0<ml<l ,  
then 
mr >_ ml, 
L(m)  = D(0, 1 - ,  ÷c~- )  = (1 - A)ml. 
(iv) I f  some k EAf  the condition (14) is satisfied, then 








REMARK 3. SPECIAL CASES. I t  suffices to consider the Case (b)(iv) for a > 3. If 1 < a < 2, 
neither of m E M satisfies the respective condition. If 2 < a < 3, (19) determines a line segment 
that  can be absorbed by neighboring elements of partit ion. For 1 < a < 2, we can further reduce 
the number of subcases. First note that  (b)(ii) can be dropped. Also, both the (22) and (28) 
describe linear relations of ml  with m~ and so (b)(v t) and (b)(vi") can be omitted. Furthermore, 
both the (24) and (26) are equivalent, and result in the bound 
L (m)  = D(0, 1 - a - )  
= (1 - A) (arml  - amr) - (2 -  A)(ml - mr)  
a r - a 
(33) 
identical with (25) and (27). Hence, for 1 < a _~ 2, it suffices to treat three possibilities (b)(i), 
(b)(iii), and (26) with (33). Observe that  there is no need to examine the integer and fractional a 
separately, because in the former case, unlike to the supreme problem, we can always replace 
a E Af by a -  which does not violate moment  conditions and decreases the rounding. In fact, 
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we can take the minus away from a in describing the support of extreme distribution in (25), 
(27), (29), and (33) unless a EAf. 
REMARK 4. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION. If a _< 1, then A4 consists of the line segments CoTo, 
with t0(m) varying between 0 and 1, which constitute the curved conical surface co (Co, UoA) 
of the cone with the vertex Co and base convUoA. Putting a = 1, we obtain the Case (b)(i). 
We have analogous olutions in the Cases (b)(ii) and (b)(iii), referring to m E convckck+-"-~l, 
k = 1,. . .  ,n -  1, and m E convc~,  respectively. In these domains, A4 coincides with n -  1 
surfaces co (Lk, UkLk+l), k = 1,.. .  ,n - 1, and co(Ln, UnA), respectively. The condition (19) 
determines the polygon with n vertices Cl, . . .  ,c~, and L(m) is the equation of a plane parallel 
to one including a part of the upper envelope (cf. (9) and (15)). Note that one lies the unit away 
from the other and all the moment points are situated between them (cf. Remark 5 below). This 
implies that the maximal range of the expected rounding with given moments is 1 and this is 
attained iff the conditions of (b)(iv) (or (c)(iv)) hold. 
For finite a, it remains to discuss m of the tetragon conv C0ClCna. Inequality (21) states that A 
is located either in or above the plane pl CoL1Ln. If it is so, then for m E/kc0clcn (see (22)) _M_M 
belongs to plCoLiLn (cf. (23)), and, in consequence, to ACoL1Ln. Likewise, formulas (24) 
and (25) assert hat 114 = (m, L(m)) E ACoLnA when m E/kC0Cna. If A lies on the other side 
of the plane, we divide convc0clcna long the other diagonal c--i~. Similar arguments lead us to 
the conclusion that m E Ac0cla and m E AClC~a imply that _M_M E ACoLIA and M E AL1LnA, 
respectively. 
We leave it to the reader to deduce from Proposition 2 that for a = +co, A4 is partitioned 
into the sequence co (Co, UoLI) (cf. (c)(i)), co (Lk, UkLk+l), k EAf, (cf. (c)(ii)) and two planar 
surfaces (see (c)(iii) and (c)(iv)). 
REMARK 5. Note that the bounds (9) and (20) are the worst ones, and follow easily from 
X-A_< [X] -A=A(rx  1 -1 )+(1-A) rX  ] 
_< ALXJ + (1 - A)fXl 
_< ALX j + (1 - A)([.xJ + 1) < x + 1 - A. 
Conclusions for the case r < 1 are similar and will not be written down in detail for the sake 
of brevity. Instead, we merely modify Propositions 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. UPPER BOUNDS IN CASE 0 < r < 1. Reverse the inequalities for mr in (4), 
(6), (8), (10), and (14). Replace max by min in (10), and supplement (14) with mr >_ O. Under 
the above modifications of conditions, the respective statements ofProposition 1 hold. 
PROPOSITION 4. LOWER BOUNDS IN CASE 0 < r < 1. Reverse the inequalities for mr in (4), 
(6), (17), (19), (22), (24), (26), (28), and (14), adding mr >_ 1 to the last one. Substitute min 
for max in (22), (24), (26), and (28). Then the respective conclusions of Proposition 2 hold. If, 
moreover, we change the roles of ml and rnr in (30), then 
L(m) = D(0, 1, +co- )  = ml - Amr. (34) 
3. PROOFS 
Lemma 1 can have wider applications in the geometric moment heory than for the two moment 
condition problems. At the sacrifice of meaningfulness of three-dimensional geometry arguments, 
we therefore, decided to formulate the result and employ arguments valid for the spaces of any 
finite dimension. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 2vV C J~4 be open and not overlapping with ~, and OA4 ~ stand for its border. 
Then each M = (m,U(m))  E J~ (M = (m,L(m))  E J~4) for m E Jr4' can be represented as 
a convex combination of Mi  = (ms, U(ms)) (M i = (ms, U(m~)) with rn~ E bad'. Accordingly, 
the subset of-~ generating the part of the upper (lower) envelope for m E A4' coincides with that 
for m E OA4'. 
PROOF. We only examine the upper envelope case. The other can be handled in the same 
manner. Take an arbitrary M = (m, u) such that m E Jr4 ~ and has a representation 
M = Z asMs, Mi = (mi, ui) e -~ (35) 
i 
for some positive as amounting to 1. The condition ]v4~N~ = 0 implies that none o fmi  E Ag ~. We 
can partition all Ms into three, possibly empty, groups: the Ms = (m~, U(mi)) with ms E OJ~4', 
the Ms = (mi,ui)  with mi e 0A4' and us < U(ms), and the Ms with respective ms ~ 0A4'. 
Our aim is to modify (35) so to preserve the moment conditions, despite of replacing some mi 
by border points, and not to decrease the criterion functional. To this end, it is sufficient o 
replace the elements of the second and third groups. In the former case, we simply substitute 
Ms = (ms, U(ms)) for each Mi. 
Less evident arguments are used for eliminating Ms with ms ¢ OA4'. To be specific, assume 
that so is M1, and we rewrite (35) as 
as Mi = c~IM1 -+- (1 - O~l )M_  1. M = oqM1 + (1 - oq)  ~ 1 ----~l 
S~tl 
Note that m and ml  lie on the other sides of 0]v4 ~. Let m~ = tirol + (1 - ~)m, 0 < fl < 1, be 
a crossing point o f ~  with 0J~ ~, and M~ = tiM1 + (1 - /3)M.  Then m • m~m_l  as well, and 
likewise 
M - a , j3(1 - -  0~1) ~Ar 
c~ + ~(1 - Ol) M1 + OL'~( ' I~- -  ~:~1) lv ' - I  (36) 
-- vM~ + (1 - ?)M-1. 
Substituting Mr 1 = (m~, U(m~)) • conv~ for M~ yields 
M' = ~M'I -~- (1 - "y)M-1, 
or equivalently 
(m, u') = 9' (m~, U (m~)) + (1 - v)(m-1,  u- l ) .  
This has two desired consequences: we replace M1 with ml¢  0AA' by M'I with rn~ • 0J~A', and 
derive u t > u. Repeating the procedure finitely many times, we eliminate all Ms from the third 
group, improving the approximation of M at every step. II 
Lemmas 2-4 follow from Lemma 1 and will be applied directly in the proofs of our original 
problems. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that M iMjc  J~4 (Ag), i , j  = 1,2,3. Then AMIM2M3 C Ag (J~4) as well. 
PROOF. Project Z~M1M2M3 onto the space of moment conditions. It is evident that the re- 
spective projection Amlm2m3 has no interior points common with ~'. Since each of the edge 
points of Z~MIM2M3 is a convex combination of the vertices, and belongs to Az[ (M_M_), then, by 
Lemma 1, for every M (M) with m • Amlm2m3,  we have 
3 
M:  (M_M_) = ~ aiMs • -M: (M____) 
S=l  
for some convex combination coefficients ai, i = 1, 2,3. All the combinations compose /kM1 
M2M3. I I  
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LEMMA 3. Suppose that all the edges Mig i+ l  , i = 1, 2, 3, and M4M1 of the tetragon cony M1M2 
M3M4 are contained in A4. Then we have AM1M2M3 U AMxM3M4 C ]vl if M4 does not lie 
beneath pl M1M2M3, and A M1M2M4 U A M2M3M4 c A4 if M4 does not lie above pl MI M2M3. 
PROOF. In the standard notation, mi stands for Mi deprived of the last coordinate. Analysis 
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2 leads to the conclusion that (m,L (m))  is a convex 
combination of Mi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, for every m 6 conv mlm2mam4.  
By the Richter-Rogosinsky theorem, one of Mi is here redundant for a given m. Let mo 
and Mo denote the crossing points of the diagonals of the respective tetragons. Consider, e.g., 
the case rn 6 Amlm2mo.  The the respective M can be written as a combination of either of 
the triples M1,M2, M3 and M1,M2,M4. The former occurs if M4 is located over plMiM2M3, 
i.e., AMIM2M3 lies beneath AMIM2M4. The latter is true in the opposite case. Noting that 
the former condition is equivalent with locating M2 over pl M1M3M4, we similarly analyze three 
other triangular domains of moment conditions and conclude our claim. In particular, if Mi, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, span a plane, then conv M1M~M3M4 6 .Iv[_. | 
It is easy to obtain a version of Lemma 3 for MiMj C ]vI. This was not formulated here, 
because the result will be used for determining the lower bounds only. 
LEMMA 4. 
(i) Consider UkLa-'~I C -g and Vk+l = (k + 1, (k+l ) r ,v )  for some v > k + l - A. If 
A 
Uk Vk+i C A/I, then co(Vk+l, UkLa+l) C 3A. 
(ii) Let Uk~S C UkLk-~l A-~ and Vk = (k, k r, v) for some v < k + 1 - A. Then VkS C AJ implies 
A 
co(Vk, UkS) c M. 
The point Vk+l defined in Lemma 4(i) lies just above Lk+l and will be replaced by either Uk+l 
or Ca in the proof of Proposition 1. Also, Vk lies under Uk, and will be further replaced by 
either Co or Lk as well as S stands for either Lk+l or A. 
A 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. (i) Since both the UkVk+l and UkLk+l belong to A/I, due to Lemma 1, 
every M with m E conv ck-~k+l can be written as a mixture of at most three points from 
A 
UkLk+l U {Vk+l}. Combining elements of the curve only, we do not exceed k + 1 - A, while 
introducing Vk+l, being possible for any m 6 convckck---~l, enables us to rise above the level. 
A 
Suppose, therefore, that M = (m,u)  6 AMIM2Vk+I for M1,M2 6 UkLk+l, or equivalently 
M 6 M3Vk+I for some M3 = (m3, k + 1 - A) 6 M1M2. Note that the line running through m 
and m 3 crosses 9 r at Ck+l and tk+l ---- ( tk+l , t~+l )  6 CkCk--'~l (see (3)). Consider Tk+lVk+l for 
Tk+l = (tk+l, k + 1 - A). It is easy to see that Tk+lVk+l ies above M3Vk+I and, consequently, it 
crosses the vertical ine t ~-* (m, t) at a level u' > u, say. In fact, the construction is unique and 
- -  A 
so it determines M. Accordingly, for all m 6 convckck+l the respective M 6 Tk+lVk+l C J~t, 
A A 
where Tk+l runs along the whole UkLk+l as m varies. The Tk+lVk+l compose co (Vk+l, UkLk+l). 
(ii) Analogous. | 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. (a) It is obvious that the (possibly limiting) distribution of X that 
attains the upper bound U(ml) = supEg~(X) under the single moment condition EX = ml,  
and satisfies EX r = mr, provides also the respective bound U(ml,mr) for the two moment 
problem. Therefore, we directly apply the solution presented in [5]. It follows that U(ml)  = 
U(ml,mr)  = ml + 1 - A for (ml ,mr)  6 convc0. . .on and U(ml) = U(ml,mr) = n + 1 - A for 
(ml, mr) 6 convc~ which solve (a)(iii) and (a)(ii), respectively. The latter can also be derived 
by noting that n + 1 - A is the greatest possible value of g~(X) attained when n < X _< a. 
Suppose now that m e convckck+--'----1 for some k = 0, . . .  ,n - 1. Noticing that UkUk+l C -~ 
and applying Lemma 4(i) with Vk+l = Uk+l, we conclude that the respective part of the upper 
A 
envelope is co (Uk+l, UkLk+l) (Case (a)(i)). It remains to consider m C Ac0cna. Observe that 
UoA C A/l, because M 6 UoA uniquely determine limiting distributions upported on {0+, a}, 
and UoUn, UnA C M (el. (a)(iii) and (a)(ii)). By Lemma 2, AUoU,~A C A/[ (Case (a)(iv)). 
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(b) From the solution of the single moment problem we derive some parts of AA. These are 
conv Uo... Un, UnCa, and clearly all the UkLk+l, and UoCa. The first one provides the solution 
for m E conv Co... cn, identical with that for noninteger a, and allows us to repeat he arguments 
and conclusions of the proof of (a)(i) for m E CkCk"-'~l, k = 0, . . . ,  n - 1. In the similar way we 
use Lemma 4 and UnCa C A4 to deduce that M e co(Ca, UnA) if m E convcna (Case (b)(i)). 
Finally, optimality of UoUn, UnCa, and UoCa and Lemma 2 enable us to complete At/by adding 
/kUoUnCa (Case (b)(ii)). 
(c) Let a ~ +cx~. Then extending the range of X does not affect the solution for rn E 
conv ckck+-"-~l for a fixed integer k _> 0 (Case (c)(i)). On the other hand, the polygons convc0. . ,  cn 
gradually appropriate the whole area above the broken line (.Jk~__0 ckck+l (Case (c)(ii)). | 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. (a) The assertion follows from the direct application of Lemma 4 (ii) 
with Co and A standing for Vk and S, respectively. 
(b) A partial solution is inherited from the one moment problem. Its geometric interpretation 
describes the following parts of the lower envelop.~e: COL1, convL1. . .  Ln and LnA. Combining 
CoL1 C f14 with Lemma 4(ii) implies co (Co, UoL1) C A4 which is equivalent with (b)(i). The 
polygon with the vertices L1,..., Ln describes the solution of Case (b)(iv). Also, this allows us to 
deduce from Lemma 4 that co (Lk, UkLk+l) C M___ for k -- 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, (see (b)(ii)). Yet another 
application of Lemma 4 with VkS = LnA yields co (Ln, U,~A) c A4 (see (b)(iii)). 
We are so left with the task of determining the lower bounds for m E convc0clcna. Know- 
ing that (9convCoL1LnA C A4, we can employ the assertions of Lemma 3. If A is situated 
either on or above plCoL1Ln, i.e., (21) holds, then /~CoL1Ln and ACoLnA are parts of M___ 
which correspond to the solutions in cases (b)(v') and (b)(vi'), respectively. Otherwise, we have 
ACoLIA U ALILnA C A4 (see (b)(v") and (b)(vi")). 
(c) Including arbitrarily large points to the possible support does not change the solution for 
m E cony CkCk+-''~l and a given k E Aft2 {0}, which is identical with that for any finite a > k + 1. 
Since clcn tends to the vertical hairline starting upwards from Cl in the plane of A4, the domain 
of the trivial lower estimate my - A ultimately covers the region above Uk~__l CkCk+l. 
The only point remaining is establishing the shape of A4 for m situated above c0cl. Take any 
finite-valued istribution satisfying the moment conditions and represent i as a mixture of ones 
supported on [0, 1] and (1, +oo), respectively. The relevant pairs of the first and r th moments 
satisfy ml  E convc~ and m2 e convclc~'~, and m E m---Vm-~. The respective M1M2 runs above 
CoL1 and the horizontal hairline t ~ (1, t, 1 - A), t _> 1, both belonging to M___. It can be replaced 
by M~M~ that joins CoL1 and the halfiine, and is located below MIM2. The family of all such 
! ! MIM ~ determines the inclined band of M = (ml, mr, L(ml, m,.)) described by (30) and (31). | 
REMARK 6. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 3 AND 4. The analogy between the cases r > 1 and r < 1 
becomes apparent once we realize that both the cases have the same geometric interpretations 
(cf. Remarks 2 and 4). The only exception is Proposition 2 (c)(iii) and its counterpart (34) in 
Proposition 4. Since we use only geometric arguments in the above proofs, there is no need to 
prove Propositions 3 and 4 separately. The reader is rather advised to follow again the proofs of 
Propositions 1 and 2 as if r < 1 were assumed. Also, one can treat the above mentioned ifference 
slightly modifying the last paragraph in the proof of Proposition 2. For r < 1, we consider m 
lying right to c0c1, and replace the hairline t ~-~ (1,t, 1 - A) by t ~-* ( t , l , t  - A) for t > 1. The 
latter, together with CoL1 span the plane described by the equation (34). 
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